Consenec Individual Consulting

Passing on knowledge
and experience –
one-on-one

The fast pace of learning in business today requires more and
more personalized services. Learning is most efficient and
effective when we can benefit from the experience of others,
and from the exchange of thoughts and considerations. Both
personal and professional growth occurs when these discussions
are timely, clear, and constructive.
Consenec’s experienced managers have both explicit and implicit
knowledge of a wide range of areas and situations. They’re
flexible, understand the complexities of national and international
business operations – and have contributed in promoting
the development and professional success of employees in their
companies. Our managers are trusted individuals who share their
knowledge and experience to support others – and to help clients
find their own solutions to move forward.
Contact us at info@consenec.ch

Individual Consulting to Support
Professional Development

Who
The service is geared toward managers who strive to continually improve their
performance, who value personal growth, and who want to reflect, learn, and develop
new ideas in discussion with an experienced consultant.
Managers in a new or changed role who want to be ready to act and make decisions
as soon as possible.
How
The service is designed as one-on-one consulting: individual, arranged on short notice
based on client’s needs. After assessing the situation in the first meeting, expectations
are discussed and topics defined. These topics then form the focus of several sessions
that take place over just a few weeks. The overall duration of Consenec Individual
Consulting is adjusted as the situation requires.
What
Consenec managers support the client with their explicit and implicit knowledge,
management skills and experience to achieve fast and targeted results.
Confidentiality is a matter of course.
Benefits
Consenec Individual Consulting is tailored to the situation and to the client as a person.
Promptly agreed, the service ensures targeted, professional know-how acquisition.
Experience is passed on in a supportive way. Consenec Individual Consulting fits in
the busiest of schedules, as flexible in terms of schedules.
Qualifications
Our managers have hands-on experience and skills in many business areas.
They provide tried-and-trusted solutions.
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